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Technical Skills
I enjoy React/Next.js and during the jobs, projects and courses I took part of I 
also worked with other libraries, services and tools such as Redux and Redux 
Toolkit, Axios, Apollo, GraphQL, tRPC, NodeJS, Webpack, Tailwind or any other tool  
that I’m interested in.

Work Experience

Legal Advisor @ S.C.P.E.J. Ochian Doru si Neneci Alexandru 2018 - 2021

UncleBob e-commerce project
 Crafted the elements and user interface for the checkout section, enhancing and 
revamping the established process for registered users while introducing a new 
flow for guest users.

 Substituted Redux with Redux Toolkit within the project.
 Introduced a system for applying discount vouchers to orders
 Created components and logic to facilitate scheduled deliveries.
 Added and enhanced Google Enhanced E-commerce functionalities.
 Focused on enhancing page performance and speed.

UncleBob Warehouse - Dashboard internal project
 Continuously managing the legacy Warehouse project
 Created a brand-new Warehouse project from the ground up
 Designed and implemented an advanced filtering system to refine backend data 
retrieval processes.


BOB Concierge
 Improved and changed some UI elements for a better UX

Others
 Built a website from scratch for an international conference using NextJS

Front-End Developer @ BOBNET Oct 2021 - Oct 2022

Archive Manager @ S.C.P.E.J. Ochian Doru si Neneci Alexandru 2015 - 2018

Sessions web app
 Worked on the webinars module, including the various features it provides
 Redesigned the UI and adapted the logic to the new requirements of some parts of 
the application: Agenda Templates, Custom Branding, Session Settings

 Developed the UI and the necessary functionalities, including some back-end, 
queries or mutations as needed, for new features like
 Custom domain name (CNAME
 Default favicon replacin
 Create/use settings templates for various scenario
 Personal e-mail syncing for the default e-mails sent through the ap
 AI copilot integration
 Create/present offers during a webinar for audience


Event/Webinar landing page
 Developed a dynamic landing page for webinars module.

Front-End Developer @ Sessions.us Oct 2022 - present


